MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Career Opportunity in Special Mission Unit

1. The 75th Ranger Regimental Reconnaissance Company is seeking the very best soldiers with in the U.S. Army to fill operational positions, not advisory roles, in Special Mission Units (SMU) that operate on the leading edge of the Global War on Terrorism.

2. The missions of the 75th Ranger Regimental Reconnaissance Company include:
   a. Finding the enemy
   b. Penetrating the enemies’ networks and safe havens
   c. Facilitating the defeat and destruction of the enemy

3. To be considered for hire to the Regimental Reconnaissance Company you must meet the following prerequisites:
   a. Within the ranks of Army SPC to SFC (non promotable).
   b. Within the MOS series of 11B or 11C having severed time within the 75th Ranger Regiment or other Special Operations Units.
   c. Within the MOS series of 13F, 25B/U/S, or 68W if currently serving within the 75th Ranger Regiment or other Special Operations Units.
   d. Have a minimum of one year rated leadership time.
   e. Must be Ranger qualified.
   f. Airborne qualified, if not already airborne qualified must be willing to volunteer.
   g. Have a GT score of 110 or higher (waiverable to 107)
   h. Must be able to obtain a Class II HALO flight physical.
   i. Have a minimum of a Secret security clearance and must able to attain Top Secret clearance.
   j. Have no pending UCMJ actions or barred from reenlistment.
   k. No alcohol related incidences within the last 24 months.
   l. Able to score at least 80% in each APFT event and do 6 pull-ups.
   m. Run 5-miles in under 40 minutes.
   n. Ruck with 50 lbs dry, plus water, at a rate of 4-5 mph for an extended duration.

4. If you meet the prerequisites list above, here are some of the reasons we suggest you consider this opportunity:
   a. Continue your participation in the GWOT, but from a new perspective.
   b. Be surrounded by handpicked, experienced professionals – the best in their field.
   c. Training opportunities that do not exist elsewhere.
d. Promotions that exceed the Army average.
e. Atypical deployment cycles, usually much less than 12-15 months.
f. Long-term assignment. Personnel assigned to RRC cannot be levied for assignment unless it is voluntary.
g. Monthly incentive pays ranging from $525-$675 after successful completion of training. Annual civilian clothing allowance will also be provided.

5. There is a three-step application process:

   a. **Complete an Initial Application**: contact a recruiter at the email address below to receive the form.
   b. **Complete a Final Application**: upon the receipt and review of the initial application, we will provide the final application.
   c. **Attend Assessment and Selection**: (A&S) TDY and return for up to 30 days at our expense; applications are reviewed and qualified personnel receive an invitation to A&S. We typically conduct two A&S courses per year; March and September. (If the service member is coming from outside of the Ranger Regiment, then he will need to complete the Regimental Assessment and Selection Program (RASP 1 or 2) prior to attending RRC A&S.

6. Assessment and Selection is a mentally and physically challenging course. We will provide you with a recommended physical preparation guide, a land navigation study-guide, and a packing list.

7. Personnel successfully completing A&S can expect to PCS to Fort Benning, Georgia to attend the Operator Training Course (OTC). Some of the training disciplines focused on in the training course are infiltration techniques, military free fall training, advanced air operations, professional driving (military/civilian), and personal defense measure, advanced medical applications, unconventional communications, courses in digital photography and video manipulation, reconnaissance and surveillance skills, and advanced rifle and pistol marksmanship.

8. If you are interested in this program, but are unable to attend the course due to deployment or personal reasons, but want to be considered for a future A&S course, contact us now. We recruit for future classes continually; the earlier we know you are interested the earlier we can start working with you, your chain of command, and HRC to establish a timeline that works for everyone.

9. Individuals who are coming from outside the 75th Ranger Regiment must attend and complete RASP 2. You must attend RASP 1 if you are an E-4 to E-5; RASP 2 if you are an E-6 to E-7 non-promotable.
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10. To start the application process or if you want to talk to a recruiter, contact the 75th Ranger Regimental Reconnaissance Company Recruiting Team at one of the numbers listed below.

Rangers Lead the Way!

Recruiting Team
Regimental Reconnaissance Company
Special Troops Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment
COMM: (706) 545-7293
E-Mail: JoinRRC.75@us.army.mil